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Engraving of the 
B&O's famous Tom 
Thumb locomotive. 
This image was used 
from about 1840 to the 
1960s probably the 
longest-running image 
used on American 
certificate.s. 

I spend a huge amount of time adding minor information to 
descriptions such as capitalization amounts, the printed por-
tions of dates, par values, and so forth. This hair-splitting has 
added a substantial number of new listings. 

I have wanted to develop a newsletter for quite some time. 
Since this is the first issue, I won't have the space to go into 
any details on certificates and discoveries. However, 1 want to 
have more information ready by June and hope to follow at 
quarterly intervals. Consequently, I'm dedicating this issue to 
thanking everyone who has contributed so far. 

Stocks and Bonds of North American Railroads 

UPDATE 
March, 1999 

MY SINCERETHANKS 
It's been about three and a half years since BNR Press pub-
lished my Stocks and Bonds of North American Railroads. 
Since then, collectors and catalogers have contributed 1,254 
new items! Some collectors one or two new items. Some sent 
gobs. Some sent a correction or two. Regardless of the num-
ber, I appreciate every one. 

Except for stocks from the Little Miami Railroad, there has 
been remarkably little duplication among the items everyone 
has sent. Among the duplicated items, most have tended to be 
among scarcer certificates, not common ones. 

Since 1995, I've spent a great deal of time refining informa-
tion and converting it to an Access database. This has given 
me far greater and faster search capabilities than before. It 
also allows me to make global corrections ever so much eas-
ier. 

From your viewpoint, though, the most obvious changes in the 
next edition will, of course, be the addition of new certificates. 
However, you will also see that I have completely revamped 
railroad names by adding key words such as "RR," "Ry," 
"Co," "Corp", and so forth. 

966 NEW ITEMS plus 288 NEW VARIANTS— SO FAR! 

1st Edition Currently New! 

Number of railroads and railroad-related companies known 17,276 18,813 1,537 

Number of companies for which at least one certificate is known 3,516 3,814 298 

Number of certificates listed (counting all variants of issued, specimens, etc) 8,559 9,813 1,254 

Number of distinct certificates known 7,152 8,118 966 

Number of published listings modified in some manner by new information 1,312 

Number of celebrity autographs known 232 278 46 

Number of certificates with celebrity autographs 699 775 76 
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